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The 1st General Information Meeting of the World Games 2017
The 1st General Information Meeting of the World Games
2017 for International Federations’ Competition Managers
took place in Wroclaw on November 20-22.
Being in the official programme of the event muaythai was
represented by the EMF Secretary General and the President of
the Polish Muaythai Federation, Rafal Szlachta and The Head
Technical Delegate and President of the Russian Muaythai
Federation Dmitry Putilin.

IWGA President’s Word

The meeting was opened with the welcoming word of IWGA
President, José Perurena where he expressed a wish to hold
nothing else as the best World Games ever. President Perurena
outlined the course for close cooperation with the International
Olympic Committee as for any points in the sports programme.
IWGA ex-President, Ron Froehlich made a speech, too which has
demonstradet all IWGA community that sport is about the fair
compeition and united we can do more.

The first day of the meeting on November 21 has been full for
information and presentations of various subjects and only a
coffee break let participants leave the conference hall and
share their impressions on all the innovations which are to be
introduced at the 2017 editio n of the World Games.

IWGA CEO, Joachim Gossow

Before presenters took the stage the word was taken by IWGA
CEO, Joachim Gossow and his introduction into the General
Points of The World Games. Mr. Gossow emphasized such issues
as the International Federation Passport and the requirements
towards the federation as for its issuing. Sports Programme and
the Communication matters before and during the event were
also highlighted in the speech. Mr. Gossow’s special focus was
on the efficient cooperation between participants and the
organiser on all levels. “We have to be an expert in our sports”,
told Mr. Gossow switching the last slide. He also made a point of
how important it is to get closer to the World Games via giving
back to society and demonstrated the IFMA Sport Is Your Gang
campaign, the last winner of the SportAccord Spirit of Sport
Award as a model of the social engagement from an
international federation.

Deputy Mayor of the City Wroclaw took over the word and
welcomed all the guests with the promice to render all the
relevant assistance in the organising the event and told that he
was proud that Wroclaw is again given the honour to host the
following sports event of the world scale.
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The Local Organiser Presentation

The local organiser’s have made an insight of the venue
visualization, transportation, accommodation, flights and
catering. Sports Manager, Grzegorz Pyzalka made an
introduction into the Anti-Doping policies and medical
services which will be provided at the venue.
The state-of-the-art technologies in broadcasting and
highlighting the event were introduced by Piotr Loj. It is the
first time in the sports history when the 360 degree camera
will be used to let spectators have the full presence feeling
and see how their favourite sport looks straight from the
source.

Press and Media

Hermann Kewitz, IWGA Press Officer made a presentation on the
Press and Media and its requirements for the World Games 2017. Mr.
Kewitz made a special emphasis on the necessity for all federations
to promote the World Games events at all available social media
and made a comparison of social webpage of the World Games
2017 and International Federation Muaythai Armature emphasizing
the high engagement among Facebook users towards muaythai.

Visiting Competition Venues

The head of the LOC, Piotr Przygonski gave his word of
honour and promised to apply all his experience gained at
the previous international events to make the 2017 edition of
the World Games the best one.

FICS Presentation

A very interesting lecture was given by Prof. Brian Nook,
Commission Chair of the Federation Internationale De
Chiropractique Du Sport (FICS) where he introduced a
chiropractic approach to treating injuries and prevention
techniques. Prof. Nook has shown the great extent of
proficiency FICS therapists should meet to be allowed to
work at Olympic events. Prof. Nook has demonstrated an
interesting statistical chart with the most frequent injuries FICS
therapists have to deal with.

The second part of the day 1 of the meeting was visiting venues.
Rafal Szlachta and Dmitry Putilin thoroughly checked all the corners
of Orbita arena. Dmity Putilin paid a special attention to the
requirements IFMA has to the safety and smooth holding of the
competition and was very persistent in his requests to see all the
premises which was willingly met by the friendly LOC representatives.

Time Keepers of the World Games 2017

Meeting Results

Mr. Kutzke explained the registration procedure for
synchronization all the results of the competition. Among the
scope of services there are web graphics, feed to public
scoreboards, info system available on smart phones and many
other technological points measuring times.

Traditionally the group picture was made to sign the successful
first International Federations’ Competition Managers Meeting.

The next day was opened by Thomas Kutzke, representative of
Swiss Timing and his presentation about the cooperation of Swiss
Timing with many separate sports federation as well as IOC.

After a short break all the participants had an opportunity to
speak with the local organizers personally and specify matters
concerning their specific disciplines. IFMA Technical Delegate,
Dmitry Putilin has spoken to the people in charge of the Orbita
sports hall and gained full support for muaythai for the next IWGA
meetings.

Meet the Greek

PMF President
Mr. Nikolas Panagoiliopoulos

PanHellenic Muaythai Federation is
the latest member which joined the
EMF family. PanHellenic Muaythai
Federation has successfully acquired
the recognition of the Greek
Government and thus became the
only governing body for muaythai in
Greece.

Since joining the EMF and IFMA PMF has carried out a
spectacular activity for less than a year of being official
member. Many of seminars have taken place in Greece, the
Head Referee of the European Muaythai Federation was
invited to make an R&J seminar for Greek coaches. The
Secretary General of the PMF, Pavlos Kaponis has been all over
the Greece making seminars and demonstrating the benefits
of the new status of PanHellenic Muaythai Federation.
"Yes, we have done a lot of work already and yet there is still
much more to be done in Greece. Actually we have been
running a high activity before as we really aspired for the
membership in IFMA. Now as our main goal has been
achieved we should concentrate much more on the keeping
this pace and corresponding the highest level which all IFMA
members should correspond. Now our aim is to pass the
knowledge to as many clubs, athletes and coaches on what
we can do now", says the President of PMF, Mr. Nikolas
Panagoiliopoulos.
The next step for the development of muaythai in Greece is
holding the PanHellenic Muaythai Championship according to
IFMA rules. We can see that a great lot of athletes are eager to
become a part of an international muaythai community.
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The 1st Edition of Muaythai Contest
Throughout the Italian Muaythai
Weekend organised by the Italian
Muaythai Federation (FIMT) the 1st
Edition of Muaythai Contest was held
in Caglairy.

President of Italian Muaythai
Federation, Davide Carlot

The challenge began with the bout
between Mattew Molise from
Sardinia Paladins team, which he
won by KO in the third round with the
spectacular knee kick. Daniel Schirru
became the second winner on the
points after the close bout.

The Evening of The Championships

The evening of the championship began with the debut of Simon
Coraddu (55kg) who wins a highly experienced athlete Miora
Lavra Siniscola.
A hard-fought match In the 71kg category was between
Nicholas Monteleone from Cappai Nuragthai Cagliari and James
Sau from Nuragthai Carbonia team. The meeting ends in favour
of Sau by the judges’decision.
The match in 81 kg category finished in a draw in between
Alessio Caddell and Marco Corona.

Northern Italy Championship Kids FIMT
Preolium Cormano Gym has hosted the first phase of the
Northern Italy Kids Muaythai League.
An excellent outcome of 15 bouts have gathered a great public
of coaches, parents and admirers of muaythai.
The spectacular bouts of Italian young athletes have proven that
the event was worth visiting and athletes demonstrated the
Italian muaythai community that it may not worry for the future of
Italian muaythai.

Audience

A wide audience have gathered for the Kids part of the
programme which not only consisted of coaches and parents.
Plenty of passers-by had a great opportunity to discover the
honorouble world of muaythai demonstrated by the youngest
athletes.

Gratitude From FIMT

The Italian Muaythai Federation is very grateful to the Domenico
de Santis and the boys of Molise, the Regional Committee FIMT
SARDINIA, President Tuveri, school Siniscola, Carbonia, Senorbi
and Santadi for the assistance in organisation of the event.
A big respect to the Alberto Diaz Grace Academy which has
allowed the realization of the event.
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Seminars
The side event of the Muaythai Weekend in Italy was the
Muaythai Seminar in South Italy in Puglia Corato Bari.
There has been a great interest in Seminar from both junior
and senior participants which wanted to improve their skills in
muaythai. All the participants of the event have received
certificates from the Italian Muaythai Federation.
Many beginning athletes have got a fundamentals of
muaythai and proficient participants had an opportunity to
upgrade their level.

R&J Course
The referee seminar closed the muaythai days in Northern
Italy. FIMT has organised a full fledged R&J course which
was enforced with certificates for all participants.
The course for referees in Tuscany closed the whole event. Many
Italian referees had improved their skills in the view of the
upcoming international championships organised by IFMA and
EMF. It is a great news for all the European muaythai community
that the new referees appeared in the EMF organisation.

MUAYTHAI
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Estonian Open by Garant Gym
25-26 October Garant Gym has hosted the Open
Estonian Muaythai Championships.
The international competition

organised by the Estonian
Muaythai Federation gathered representatives of seven countries this
time. More than a hundred athletes from Lithuania, Finland, Latvia,
Belarus, Russia and of course Estonia have demonstrated a true art of
muaythai.
The decoration of the competition was the bout between Brazilian
athlete Fabio Souza and Andrius Kasovskis from Lithuania.
“We are really glad that Estonia becomes a meeting point for ever more
representatives of our sport and I as organiser count it as a success that
we can welcome new participants and even guests from overseas
countries. We will do our best to make our next event even better. This is
a great experience for us and maybe some day we will make a real
muaythai festival in Estonia organising the European Muaythai
Championships”, says the president of the Estonian Muaythai Federation,
Igor Šinkevitš

President of the Estonian Muaythai Federation, Igor Šinkevitš
with his medalists
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Training Of Czech Children And Youth - C.M.T.A.
Training of the children and youth organized by the Czech
Muay-Thai Association in cooperation with the club
Gladiator's gym České Budějovice
Nationwide training of the children and youth took place on
Sunday, October 9, 2014 at the professional gym for martial arts
Gladiator's gym České Budějovice.
The children could measure their strength and raise their awareness
as of the benefits of sport in a friendly atmosphere and by the
agency of training from experienced coaches get a little bit higher
in their skills again. Besides the organizing club the event was also
supported by CHB gym Karlovy Vary, Macak's gym Pardubice,
Hanuman gym Praha and Tik Tak Rokycany.

3 part of the seminar

All participants were divided into groups according to their
technical level and age (children, juniors) and the whole seminar
consisted of 3 parts full of joyful exercises. In the first part of the
training the participants warmed up and stretched together.
Motional and skill games as well as basics of gymnastics were
included in the event.

This friendly training showed
that muaythai is the way how
to find new friends, learn
basic motional abilities, keep
fit and acquire basic moral
principles based on the
traditional asian martial art
muaythai

C.M.T.A Sport Director

The Sport Director of C.M.T.A. ,
Michal Novák thanked all
participants of the training
and I told that everyone is
looking forward to the next
event as coaches themselves
really enjoyed working with
children. The following event
take place in January 2015 in
Prague.

In the second part the coaches Bohuslav Chudáček, Michal
Novák, Petr Balej and Jaroslav Hodina were training young students
in groups. Boys and girls took turns in stands with focus on certain
discipline (pads, clinch and training on pads and boxing bags). The
third part consisted of common sparing that included more than 30
two-minute rounds. All the sparings were led in the spirit of fair play
and neither blood nor tears were flowing. Those young participants
which came for the training for the first time showed the highest
involvement in the process. Also their parents admitted that
muaythai is a great way to develop the moral, physical and
spiritual qualities of their children.

• EMF Journal, November 2014

Czech Muaythai Championship - C.M.T.A.
After the round that took place in Brno in October, the
most challenging amateur competition in martial sports the Championship of the Czech Republic in muaythai of
the Czech Muay-Thai Association - moved on 17th
November 2014 back to Bohemia to sports hall TJ
Pankrác in Prague 4!

According to sent nominations,

33 fights were
awaiting us! The fighters from all corners of the Czech
Republic competed in them! Besides already traditional clubs
that come regularly in every round of this competition, several
new clubs also appeared there- which means that the
prestige of the amateur league (MČR) goes up.

Next edition

Next, in order 4th round of Championship of the Czech Republic
will take place on the 14th December 2014 in Třebíč at "home
ground" of the organizing club - Thaibox Devils Třebíč.
We can certainly look forward to a lot of tough yet fair fights in
muaythai in all age categories including children as we have
really succeeded in making this event to be a spectacle not
only for athletes but also for families.

ONE WORLD ONE MUAYTHAI!

Dividing the bouts into two rings was very important

moment for the 3rd round of the Championship of the Czech
Republic in muaythai because of great amount of registered
fighters. Thanks to them the festive monday afternoon filled
with fights under full muaythai rules ran really fast. Hereby the
Czech Muaythai Federation thanks to the partner company
PROFIGHTERS for providing the second ring.

• EMF Journal, November 2014

Muaythai Experience in Finland
The oldest muaythai club in Finland, Turku Thaiboxing Club,
organized a seminar in order to celebrate the club´s 30th
anniversary in co-operation with Tourism Authority of
Thailand (TAT), world famous KaewSamrit Gym from Bangkok
and the biggest muaythai club in Finland, Helsinki Thaiboxing
Club.
The seminar took place in November 20.-21st in Helsinki and Nov
22-23rd in Turku, and a total of more than 400 thaiboxers attended
the event during these days.

The seminar was led by Mr. Anan Chantip, the head

coach and founder of KaewSamrit Gym, top coach Phiset
Worabut and pro-fighters Captain Ken Narupai and Chanachai
Kaewsamrit. KaewSamrit Gym is known for it´s tougher than steel
fighters and Captain Ken and Chanachai KaewSamrit don´t make
an exception. Both fighters are holding impressive ranks.
One of the highlights was Mr Phiset Worabut performing Ram
Muay. You don´t see such precision and intensivity too often.
That´s true Muaythai!
The program consisted of sessions in different levels tailored for
beginners as well as for experienced fighters. In addition to the
home town club members and thai boxing enthusiasts including
Finland´s top MMA fighters, the seminar gathered attendants from
all around Finland. The longest distances traveled to the seminar
were more than 800 kilometers, and worth every kilometer, we
think.

• EMF Journal, November 2014

The coaches and the fighters were totally focused on the
practitioners and were constantly helping and guiding the
attendants. This commitment truly motivated the Finnish boxers to
make their best effort.

“This event exceeded all our expectations ”, states the
host of the seminar, Topi Räsänen, also known as the vice
president of the Finnish National Federation Muaythai Association
of Finland. “We were overwhelmed by the professionalism and
friendliness of both the KaewSamrit Gym and the TAT crew.
Absolutely brilliant.” Organizing parties of the seminar were
impressed with the results so the co-operation between the gyms
and TAT will continue in the future.
Furthermore, there was an open competition to support
muaythai and to promote Thailand as a fascinating destination.
The challenge was simple: visit the Amazing Thailand Facebook page and tell in your very own words why muaythai is the best
form of exercise. And the winner got a trip to Thailand!

photo: Valentina Morales Buschmann
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Antti Naaka becomes the president of the
Muaythai Association of Finland
Apart from the outstanding seminar another very important
event took place in the Finnish Muaythai Federation. After the
scheduled Presidential election Antti Naaka became the
President of the Muaythai Association of Finland for the term of
2014-2016 years.

The first change made in the structure of the Finnish

Federation was making a new name which is now Muaythai
Association of Finland as is declared by the Thai Government
for IFMA’s aspiration towards the IOC recognition.
Considering a long lasting activity Antti has spent in the
Muaythai Association of Finland and a great contribution he
has done into the development of Finnish muaythai there is no
doubts that muaythai will see its new turn in Finnish muaythai
history.
After a good performance at
the latest European
Championships 2014 in Krakow,
Muaythai Association of
Finland has received a
number of promising athletes
which now need a good
environment to become a
pride for their country and Antti
has proved that he is the
second to none to develop
Finnish Talents.
We congratulate Antti on the
election and wish him all the
best in the new position.
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Kids and Cadets Rally in Latvia
Kids all over the Europe will have a possibility to spend the Christmas
Eve in a sports atmosphere as a number of events will be held for
them by the EMF members .
Latvian Muaythai Federation invites all Kids and Cadets to
participate in the Open Muaythai Championships which will take
place on 13-14 December 2014 in Riga.

President of Latvian
Muaythai Federation,
Vasiliy Fleisher

“We have tried very
hard to organise the
event well under
many perspectives
and I believe we
succeeded well
indeed. We have
chosen a very good
venue and it will take
only 20 minutes to get
to the there from the
airport by taxi and if
our guests come

to Riga by train they will not need even 15 minutes
to get to the venue on foot. It is a great pleasure
for me to organise the competition for children as it
fascinating to observe how small boys and girls
grow into real muaythai athletes.”, says the
President of Latvian Muaythai Federation, Vasily
Fleisher

The aim of the event is the popularising sport values

among the youth and offering a healthy lifestyle to children as well
as developing of muaythai skills among perspective athletes.
The Championships will take place on 13-14 December 2014.
Registration and medical check-up will take place on 13 December
09.00 with the draw following at 10.00. Bouts will start at 12.00.

The Open Latvian Championships for Seniors

will also
take place on 13-14 December where athletes from Latvia,
Lithuania, Estonia, Belarus and Russia have already sent their
applications. All athletes who wish to take part in the competition
are welcome to join the event.
Men, women and juniors are divided into separate age categories:
Juniors – 10-11 years
Juniors – 12-13 years
Juniors – 14-15 years
Juniors – 16-17 years
Seniors – 18-35 years

You can ask for more information on participation contacting the
office of LMF: fleisher.v@gmail.com
www.muaythai.lv

4th Balkan Open Kids Championships –Turkey
Another destination the young muaythai
athletes can take on holidays is warm Istanbul
where the Turkish Muaythai Federation
organises the 4th Balkan Open Kids
Championships on 12-14 December 2014.

Divisions for the competition

President of TMF,
Mr.Halil Durna

are as follow:

Kids born in 2004 and 2002 (girls and boys) 10-12
years. Months, days, will not be accounted.

”I am pleased and honoured

Although this is going to be a kids competition
all the formalities are observed and technically
Boys (10 - 12) years: -30-33-36-39-44-48 +48 Kg.
it will be held according the highest standards
Girls (10 - 12 years: 30-33-36-39-44 +44 Kg.
of all IFMA competitions and In each division,
the winner of the final bout will be the
Kids girls and boys 13-15 years of age who were
Champion and awarded with the Gold medal.
born in 2001 and 1999 years of birth (months, days,
The other finalist will receive the Silver medal
will not be accounted).
and 2 Bronze medals will be awarded to the 2
semi-finalists. The team with the highest points
Boys(12 - 15) years: -33-36-39-45-51 -57 -60 -67 Kg.
total will receive the 4th Open Balkan
Girls (12 - 15) years: -33-36-39-45- 51 -57 -60 Kg.
Championship Cup Trophy .

Wai Kru and Choreographer

Competition
will also be organised for both girls and boys in
both age divisions.

For more information on the competition
please contact:
turkiyemuaythaifed@hotmail.com

to invite you and your teams to
the 4th Open Balkan
Championship in Istanbul of
Turkey, during the period 12 to
14th December 2014.
The 4th Open Balkan
Championship will offer good
opportunities to Children, Kids
and Cadets athlete to
participate in different kind of
fighting and wai kru
demonstration competition.”,
says the President of Turkish
Federation, Halil Durna

• EMF Journal, November 2014
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